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Abstract

The chapter reprinted here examines a number of questions on the subject of nursin8
homes for the elderly:

 Which needs should nursing homes fulfil for the elderly person, the family> and the
community?

 What are the demographic and cpidemiological trends that influence the need for
nursing home beds?

 How did nursing homes come to be established and what is the background t0 tne
rates of supply and demand in this area?

 How, and why, does the nursing home affect the elderly person's quality of life?

 How does nursing home utilization relate to community services?

 How do quality of care and the "dependency" of the elderly person on caregivers
affect quality of life in nursing homes?

 What are the implications of current sociodemographic trends for social policy in
developed and developing countries regarding nursing homes?

The chapter presents a detailed discussion of these questions, with the aim of
shedding light on the principal issues connected with nursing home care ofr tne
elderly, and provides much uptodate information. It focuses on important issues
that should be taken into account by both developed and developing countries in
formulating policy regarding nursing homes for the elderly.
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Nursing home care for the elderly
MIRIAM J.HIRSCHFELD and RACHEL FLEISHMAN

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to ask a few basic questions about nursing
homes and to shed some light on the issues involved. Hopefully, these
arguments and data will prove helpful to a thoughtful consideration of
social policy issues regarding longterm care in both developed and de
veloping countries. It is not the purpose of this chapter to review the vast
literature on nursing homes, which covers topics such as quality of care,
ovcrand undersupply of beds, regulations, descriptions of life in nursing
homes and personal and literary descriptions of residents' experiences,
the effect upon nursing home residents of a wide variety of nursing home
characteristics as numerous accounts on the misuse of nursing homes, and
other related topics.1"
The following questions arc crucial issues of relevance to all countries,

despite the vast regional differences.

1. Which needs should nursing homes fulfil for the individual old person,
which for the family, and which for society?

2. What are the demographic and epidemiological trends inlfuencing the
need for nursing home beds?

3. What are the origins of the nursing home, its utilization, and the
needed supply rates?

4. What are the intrinsic effects of the nursing home upon the old per
son's wellbeing and what are they related to?

5. How is nursing home utilization related to other services?
6. How do quality of care and 1dependency' affect quality of life in

nursing homes?
7. What are the social policy implications for developed and developing

countries in regard to nursing homes?

THE ROLE OF THE NURSING HOME

For the individual elderly person, the nursing home is above all an answer
to one major need the need for tending, whenever there is a deifcit in
selfcare ability. Tending is the work performed in looking after those
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who cannot do so for themselves: feeding, washing, lifting, toileting,
protecting. Often the nursing home is the answer to two additional basic
needs the need for shelter and the need for human comfort. These
needs are so basic to human existence that whenever they are unmet an
old person is likely to expeirence what Rabinowitz and Nielsen12 describe
in their classic study as the desperate trinity of fear, despair, and persua
sion. bringing her or him into the nursing home. Catastrophic illness,
frailty, or a major loss in the social support system, more likely with each
advancing year, are often the background leading to nursing home admis
sion. For the family the nursing home is meant to fulfil the surrogate
position of both usages of the term 'care':13 first the idea of caring
about, of concern and moral involvement, and second the direct work
of tending. This does not mean to say that families abandon their elderly.
To the contrary, research and clinical experience from many countries
demostrate the vital role that families have in the care of the elderly.1418
But when a family, for whatever reason, feels or becomes unable to care
for an elderly person and decides upon institutionalization, the nursing
home is expected at least to share family caring and tending functions, if
not to be solely responsible for these functions.
Much of the evidence presented in the literature reinforces the notion

that for society the major purpose of the nursing home is that of a human
'warehouse' for its physically, mentally, socially, or ifnancially dependent
members. With that, major changes are now occurring in the social
awareness regarding quality of life for the dependent aged. A vast litera
ture on quality of care in nursing homes, on regulations, and quality
assurance is shedding new light on society's means of developing nursing
homes as places for 'full living*. The role of the nursing home for society
is influenced by social forces, family commitment, and the values dis
cussed below. It is also influenced by the balance allotted to the various
components of the longterm care system as socioeconomic provisions,
community care, and institutional care which are interdependent parts of
the wider picture.
As Townsend1 stated in his classical study, the role of the nursing home

for society is still manifold and in need of careful consideration: It is a
permanent refuge for inifrm persons who cannot care for themselves in
their own home and who cannot be supported in their homes by any
practicable system of domiciliary services. It is a temporary refuge for
frail persons recovering from illness or malnutrition or seeking to give
relatives or workers in the domiciliary services a hardearned rest or per
haps a chance of improving the facilities available at home. And in
addition it may simply be a rescue device for the present generation of
elderly whose differing needs cannot be met because good housing, ade
quate pensions, and comprehensive local domiciliary services are not yet
provided.
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The tendency in developed countries today seems to point in the direc
tion of providing more social and health services in the community and
reserving the role of the nursing home for the very impaired elderly,
needing intensive nursing and medical care."119 In summary, the role of
the nursing home for the individual elderly person, for the family, and for
society must be taken into account when considering a sensible longterm
care policy providing optimal quality of life in appropriate settings.

DEMOGRAPHIC ANDEP1DEMI0L0G1CAL TRENDS
INFLUENCING THE NEED FOR NURSING HOME

BEDS FOR
INSTITUTIONAL1ZATI0N

Reductions in fertility, infant mortality, and death from infectious dis
ease, and increased life expectancy for those with chronic disease, have
resulted in the aging of populations. Starting in richer and industrialized
countries and spreading at various rates, there has been a continuous rise
in both the numbers and the proportion of elderly. Not only have popula
tions grown older, but there are now increased proportions of the very
old and frail within the elderly population itself.2"
While the majority of elderly live autonomous lives, frailty and de

pendency increase more rapidly after 75 years of age than before it. Over
the last decade, life expectancy at the age of 85 has increased from about
6 months to 4.6 years for men and 5.6 years for women. In many
countries the 80+ group is the fastest growing one and is expected to
double in size by the end of the century.21 In industrialized countries old
age is associated with widowhood, oneperson families, reduced income,
a greater risk of poverty, survival of one's children, and institutionaliza
tion. While the demographic forecasts (size and composition of aged
population) for the WHO region of the Eastern Mediterranean region,
for instance, are less impressive than those from Europe or the United
States, the social, economic and political developments may have severe
repercussions upon the aged population worldwide: an Egyptian report22
and the country reports of Pakistan and Kuwait to the United Nations
World Assembly on Aging, 19832324 mention such factors as urbaniza
tion and modernization, migration of the young to the cities and abroad,
and a trend towards nuclear families. All these trends are known to have
negative effects upon the situation of the elderly. One example from
Egypt is the establishment of small housing units in new urban housing
projects which do not permit the accommodation of elder family mem
bers. This latter reality was one factor which greatly encouraged institu
tionalization of the aged in Israel, a development which is today bitterly
regretted.25
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Increasing survival brings increasing frailty and morbidity from chronic
disease. The ill elderly live longer and, because of this, in developed
countries diseases arc managed rather than cured.2627 Mental and func
tional impairment reduce selfcare ability and more people become de
pendent upon longterm care services. The examples of Kuwait and Fiji
may highlight future trends in developing countries. In Kuwait, rapid
economic development and a very high standard of living have brought
about an increase in obesity, diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular dis
cases, and cancer. In a very different part of the world, the Western
Paciifc, the mortality and morbidity pattern is also changing from that of
communicable diseases to chronic diseases with accompanying disability.
Cardiovascular disease, cancer, and diabetes are the leading causes of
death among both main ethnic groups in Fiji: the Indians and the
Fijians.28 The proportion of aged is rising and the absolute numbers of old
people are expected to double by the year 2000.
What these demographic forecasts and epidemiological developments

tell us is that the problems associated with an aging population are
problems not only for the developed world, but arc at the doorstep of
developing countries as well.
All these changes affect the need for longterm care services and, in

particular, that for nursing homes.

ORIGINSOF THE NURSING HOME; ITS UTILIZATION
AND SUPPLY

Nursing homes have developed out of different custodial types of facili
tics, most of which were originally designed to serve the poor. Institution
al care was thus the solution to poverty and social problems such as
mental illness, or for the chronically ill of all ages over many
generations.1.4 In the last century the contemporary nursing home has
come to serve not only the poor and disabled, but also individuals
formerly treated or housed in acute care hospitals, mental institutions,
and other types of institutional settings. Today institutional care for the
aged spans a wide gamut. In much of the literature 'the nursing home' is
the pars pro toto of all such care.
If one lives to advanced old age, the odds of being institutionalized in a

nursing home are at least one in ifve in the United States. For most this
residence is likely to be a permanent one. The percentage of institutional
ized persons rises from 1.2 per cent in the 6574 age group to 23.7 per
cent in the over85 group.4 The comparative ifgures in Israel, a country
'midway' on the development continuum, are 0.6 per cent among ages
659, 1.5 per cent among ages 759, 10 per cent among ages 804, and
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20.1 per cent among those aged85 +.29 The lower rates of institutionaliza
tion in Israel compared with the United States can be explained in at least
two different ways. The first argument would emphasize the lower rate of
socioeconomic development and the lack of nursing homes in Israel.30
The other argument would emphasize the cultural component; an intcrna
tional comparison of patterns of informal social support of the elderly
showed rates of about 25 per cent of elderly receiving instrumental
informal help in Europe and the United States and about 40 per cent
receiving effective support, while Jewish populations in Israel and other
countries showed a stronger familyoriented pattern with 40 per cent
receiving instrumental help and 85 per cent receiving effective support.15
A strong familyoriented informal social support system for the elderly

may serve as an alternative to institutionalization. In many European
countries the quantitative emphasis in terms of costs and numbers of
people cared for is in the institutional domain. The Netherlands tops the
list with 13.7 per cent of the elderly living in institutions (10 per cent in
residential homes), but the trend is to reduce this to 7 per cent. Denmark
reports 6.2 per cent of the ovcr65s living in institutions, most of them in
nursing homes. In Austria nearly 4 per cent of the over60 population live
in instilutional households and the supply rate is 34.5 per KHX) population
aged 65 and over.1*' But the under or ovcrsupply of nursing home beds is
a controversial issue influenced by a wide variety of ideological, ccono
mic, legal, and other issues. In the United States, there is a considerable
variance in the supply of nursing home beds across States, from 212 beds
per 1000 elderly in Arizona to 89 beds in Wisconsin.31 Federal funding
and the deinstitutionalization of aged patients from state mental hospi
tals in the 1960s and 1970s led to a rapid growth of the nursing home
industry. Nursing home utilization is negatively related to the percentage
of the aged population in mental hospitals.314 There seems to be little
agreement upon the rate of nursing homes for appropriate utilization.

THE EFFECTS OF INSTITUTIONALIZATION UPON
ELDERLY PERSONS' WELLBEING

Elderly persons who enter longterm care institutions do so to assure sur
vival and to improve their quality of life. Their goals would seem con
grucnt with an institutional setting that has the provision of health care
within a structured social environment as its purpose. Yet these same
institutions have been charged with having most detrimental effects on
the elderly. These are assumed to result from two major factors. The first
suggests that institutionalization in itself has a negative impact upon 'the
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inmate',635 while the second factor is related to low quality of care, lack
of regulations, the profit motive, etc.247.'6 The institution is perceived
as a coercive environment often causing more incapacity than it cures in
terms of dcindividuation, aculturation, isolation, stimulus deprivation,
and even prematuredeath. '~2.437

In a methodologically thorough and sophisticated study of 175 nursing
homes and some 7000 residents in Wales, Booth6 set out to answer his
questions on the relationship between environment and behaviour in homes
for the elderly. He concluded that the difference between homes must be
seen as a veneer covering the massive uniformity of institutional life.
Underneath lies the same crushing control over the lives and doings of
residents. 1I is main conclusion was that we must face up to the fact that the
only sure way of limiting the harmful effects of residential care is to stop
admitting people who, given the chance, could manage with other kinds
of support. In his study a sizeable proportion of residents in all homes
were quite independent and could have managed in the community.

In an Israeli study on the quality of institutional care/" national super
visors assessed institutions as cither 'good' or 'poor'. While this distinction
made some difference in the psychosocial indicators, even residents of the
'good' institutions reported loneliness (46 per cent) and lack of autonomy;
individuality and environmental control were severely restricted.
While these arguments reinforce the notion thut institutionalization

per se is potentially harmful, a large literature attests to the wide array of
means which can make a decisive difference in the quality of nursing
homes. This literature also emphasizes the point that quality of nursing
homes is directly related to the quality of life of the old residents.39

THE NURSING HOME IN RELATION TO OTHER
SERVICES

The major issue is the question of comparative balance in resource
allocation. In an Israeli study on elderly awaiting institutionalization,40
the rate of elderly whose institutionalization could be prevented in the
opinions of the professional carcgivers in charge of each case and of the
elderly and their families was: 7594 per cent of the semiindependent
elderly, 5390 per cent of the frail elderly, and 2168 per cent of the
nursing elderly. An independent review of the cases by an expert multi
disciplinary team corroborated the finding that many elderly (about 30
per cent) in Israel's three major cities arc capable of remaining in the
community with the help of additional services. The services demanded
by the families and the elderly did not usually exceed those recommended
by professionals. Families, in fact, indicated their willingness to continue
to provide a large part of the total care, even when offered unlimited
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care. According to this study the cost of required community services was
below institutional costs for about twothirds of the elderly capable of
remaining in the community. This was true for all three cities and all
functional levels.
When all is said about institutional care and nursing homes, there

remains no doubt that they are an essential, vital part of the longterm
care system. There will always be a proportion of the elderly in need of
nursing home care, whether for their multiple needs, which make home
care untenable from a cost of feasibility perspective, or whether from
preference of the old person her/himself for a guarded secure environ
ment.
The question which remains is the ccntrality of institutional care and

the proportion of the budget and of manpower invested into institutional
versus community care. In Israel, for every shekel spent for community
care 5 shekel arc spent for nursing home care. The comparative ratio of
manpower allocation is even more strikingly in favour of institutional
care. Also in other countries the proportional investment in nursing home
care is tremendously high. This remains so, despite Hie declarations of the
urgent need to develop comprehensive community services. In Amann's
study on open care for 1110 elderly in seven European countries,1'' Ihc
motto of geriatric care is 'encourage the elderly to remain in their own
homes for as long as possible'. If this is to be more than a motto the
appropriate balance between institutional and community services must
be addressed. It is then necessary to develop a wide range of services, a
topic which is dealt with elsewhere.

QUALITY OF CARE AND ACCEPTANCE OF
DEPENDENCY

Despite all the criticism of nursing homes and the often pernicious effect
of institutional care, it remains a vital service for many old people. How
can we ensure that this service becomes a blessing rather than a curse for
those in need of it? It seems that the answers lie in two main areas that
we have to deal with. The ifrst is quality of care and the second lies on
an emotional, perhaps ideological level the acceptance of dependency
needs. We shall ifrst discuss the broad area of quality of care.

Quality of care

Two broad aspects of the concept of quality of care will be addressed in
this chapter: What arc the factors influencing quality of institutional care?
And what is quality assurance?
Quality of care is a very broad concept, especially in regard to that in
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longterm care institutions. All areas of an elderly person's life within the
institution should be considered as being within the care domain. Nursing
home care is both a treatment and a living situation. It encompasses both
the health care and social support services provided to individuals with
chronic conditions or disabilities and the environments in which they live.
For many residents the nursing home is their home, not merely a tempor
ary abode in which they arc being treated for a medical problem.39141

Factors inlfuencing qualityof care
At the individual's level, changes in the quality of care are a function of:
(a) the success of technical care in increasing beneifts and limiting risks
(this area includes the level of skill and safety in actual nursing care pro
vision as well as the availability of technical aids e.g. lifting devices,
medical equipment, pads), (b) the professional norms and values of the
caregivers, and (c) the expectations and aspirations of the clients.42 The
latter two issues arc decisively influenced by a culture's and a society's
acceptance of dependency. But ifrst let us look at the more measurable
structural and institutional factors: the quality of the institutional care
given to the elderly resident is also influenced by these (Fig.28. I).36.43
The structural factors described in the model (government supervision,

reimbursement policies, staff education and training policies, and referral
policies) in turn inlfuence the institutional factors (management, record
ing, manpower ratio and training, physical institutional conditions, family
involvement, and inadequate placement) and the performances in the
process of carcgiving. In turn, institutional factors influence the direct
performances in the caregiving process. The interweaving of all these
factors determines, to a large extent, the quality of the care given to the
elderly resident. 30,434

Government supervision. Among the important causes of shortcomings
in care are a number of areas that are related to government supervision
of institutions for example, lack of clarity as to the institution's areas of
responsibility, partial enforcement of existing rules or regulations, and the
existence of institutions operating without license. Supervisory methods
in many countries are generally neither uniform nor methodical, there is a
lack of reliable and comprehensive supervision instruments, and super
visors generally have little access to various enforcement measures.45 An
example of excellent development ofmethods and instruments for govern
ment supervision constitutes the new surveillance process applied in New
York State.4"
Although good supervision docs not ensure good quality of care, a

supervisory system may play an important role in improving the quality
of care provided. it can upgrade the quality of care by enforcing the rules
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Fig. 28.1 Factors inlfuencing quality of care in nursing homes.

and raising the requirements. An additional function is performed by
regulatory systems as in Israel. Supervisors advise institutional staff in
the process of corrections of deifciencies.

Reimbursement policies. Such policies may constitute a rewarding struc
ture associated with different levels of performance. Nursing homes for
the elderly and old age homes tend to follow different reimbursement
models. The majority of old age homes receive payments directly from
residents or their families, not from a third party. Nursing homes operate
within a more constrained reimbursement environment. For most nursing
homes, the major source of income is thirdparty payments, especially
governmental. Homes therefore operate in accordance with regulations
that qualify them to receive these reimbursements. Most countries have
adopted 'facilityrelated' reimbursement plans, in which state payments
are based on the costs incurred by the home. Another type of reimburse
ment is the casemix reimbursement for nursing home services, in which
payment is directly related to residents' needs and functional disabilities
and/or to services deemed necessary to meet these needs. A few states
have complex reimbursement formulas, which depend on the quality of
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the nursing home, and a very few use the 'lfatrate' reimbursement in
which the payment is identical for all patients in a category in every
nursing home in the state.
The different reimbursement schemes provide inducements for particu

lar sorts of dysfunctional adaptations. In the facilityrelated reimburse
ment, on each activity covered by the government the home spends
enough to ensure home accreditations for the activity but no more, since
actual costs do not enter into the reimbursement formula. In the casemix
reimbursement, there is little incentive for encouraging patient improve
ment since this would reduce income. Flatrate reimbursement is even
more pernicious since each expenditure on a patient comes out of the
home's potential proift. Schemes related to quality designate, by omis
sion, the features of homes and the array of potential services that will
not enter into the reimbursement calculations. Facilities respond to the
inducements of regulations, thus often the physical needs of patients are
adequately cared for, but in an environment that is sterile socially, intel
lectually, and emotionally.47

Staff education and training. One other factor that affects the quality of
care is the level of training among institutional staff. Some institutions
have no registered nurse, and some have no trained social workers. Most
workers undergo no special training for working with elderly people.
Suitable training programmes could alleviate some of the administrative
problems, as well as improve the level of recording and encourage family
involvement. Training is needed mainly to ensure a concept of rehabilita
live and supportive care of the residents, instead of the 'maintenance'
concept that views the elderly person as someone ncaring the end and in
need only of a roof over his head in his remaining year. Statements of
national or regional policies seem necessary to address this issue.

Referral policies. These may inlfuence quality of care when high concen
!rations of functionally impaired patients or cognitively impaired are
referred to nursing homes which do not have the adequate structure to
care for those patients. Referral and admission policies should seek a
uniform distribution of patients according to the need of patients and
capacities of the homes to cover these needs. Periodical assessments of
residents are very necessary to keep the balance between capacity of the
home to give care and the speciifc needs of residents.48

Administration and management. Institutions have administrative pro
blems such as: a lackof job descriptions and clear division of responsibili
ties, lack of written work procedures, little internal supervision, and lack
of ongoing inservice training for staff. In addition, there are no special
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incentives for attracting and motivating workers to work in nursing homes.
Nursing patients arc more likely to exhibit problematic behaviours and
tend to suffer from physical disabilities and cognitive impairment, and pre
sumably staff arc less likely to care for persons who arc more problematic.

Record keeping. A good recordkeeping system is the basis for good
quality of care. Without recording, the formulation and followup of both
care plans and further development of residents' conditions are very dif
ifcult. Shortcomings in followup and recording in medical and nursing as
well as in social records are frequently found. Internal supervision, govern
ment supervision, and education of staff arc the main factors which could
inlfuence the quality of record keeping.

Stafifng. In many institutions, the stafifng rates and skill levels are below
the required standard. There is a serious shortage of nursing staff at all
levels (nurses, aides) and of staff for psychosocial care (social workers
and recreational workers).

Physical and structural conditions. The physical conditions of some insti
tutions detract from tlic quality of life and the quality of care provided to
the residents. For example, a lack of hot water around the clock, a short
age of toilets, and overly crowded rooms may have an adverse effect on
the residents' health, nursing, and psychosocial condition.

Lack of family and community involvement. Families and prior com
munitics of residents arc not sufficiently involved in supervising the insti
tutions. In many countries there arc no organizations representing the
families of institutionalized elderly, and communities seem unconcerned.
There arc no established procedures for registering complaints. Ombuds
man organizations are also in a developing stage.

Quality assurance
Quality assurance is the mechanism or process for promoting a high quality
in the performance of care. But in most of the government regulatory
systems the concept of high quality has been replaced by the concept of
'adequacy', which in turn has been interpreted as the 'minimum' accept
able standard. There are two standards of accreditation of nursing homes:
(a) a governmental one which provides a licence to operate a nursing
home at a minimum level under governmental regulation (e.g. ref. 49)
and (b) a private one which certiifes a higher level of quality given in the
nursing home, this being an optional alternative under the facility's res
ponsibility. (e.g. refs. 50, 51)
Thus, quality assurance may be achieved by combining these four sys
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tenrs of supervision: the governmental supervisory system, the private
certiifcation committee, the internal supervisory system of the facility,
and the ombudsman system.

Acceptance of dependency

The needfor others, dependency, is a basic human need that is independ
cnt of functional capacity. In geriatric care, and in particular when consi
dcring institutionalization, dependency needs are linked to functional
performance. Actual need for help often overrides the choice on how
physical dependency needs, which now merge with emotional and social
dependency needs, become met.
But docs this have to be so? It is argued below that a different approach

in caring professions has the potential to respect a changing mix of phy
sical, emotional, and social dependency and independency needs. This
approach lo sclfcarc is argued to have the power to minimize the nega
live effectsof the institution upon the aged resident.52.53 In the community
;md more so in the institution, for instance, the nursepatient relationship
includes many dependency situations. Few arc as complete as the depend
ency relationship with the physically impaired old person who needs help
with toileting, feeding, and bathing.

A dependency situation can either lead to a human interaction where
people are not embarrassed to need one another, or to a situation where
one person's vulnerability is the occasion for another's mastery and
dominance. In the latter, helplessness leads to humiliation, passivity, and
withdrawal, but in a relationship where embarrassment and fear of ma
nipulation are absent, the encounter becomes marked by warmth,
openness, and spontaneity. But too often the old and mentally impaired
person 'provokes' frustration and anger in his caregivers. Competence as
well as learning to accept one's limited capacity to help someone in need
are asked for. The crucial condition for such a functional relationship is
the full recognition of all involved that the other is a humanbeingno
more and no less. Thus the dependency relationship becomes interdepen
dent with the power of giving comfort to all involved in the harsh
reality.5■45

The issues raised above touch upon professional competencies as well
as value issues. The values of dependency and interdependency are in no
way universally accepted. While Jewish and Japanese tradition consider
them positively,557 Western tradition considers independence to be a
basic human value and goal.7 There is little agreement about the level of
preparation requiredof staff in nursing homes. While family caregivers do
provide the bulk of tending in the home, there is a profound difference
between family members giving care to a single relative (and also this is
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not without problems58) and formal carcgivcrs. In fact. the consistently
documented negative effects of nursing homes might be explained by the
large percentage of 'handson' caregivers who arc minimally trained.
Creating relationships where unavoidable dependency is not embarrassing
or humiliating, and enabling an impaired person maximum autonomy
despite severe functional dependency, seems to ask for skills usually only
attainable in years of study, equivalent to a professional degree.
If our society would value caring as it values curing, commensurate to

its social importance, it might not seem so ironic to ask for wellprepared
nurses. Shamans and other 'volunteers' fulifl curing functions in tradition
al societies. Does this mean that their education is the desirable standard
for medical education? The skill of promoting selfcare ability and en
couraging autonomy despite changing physical and mental capacity is the
nursing skill commensurate with the skill needed for medical diagnosis
and treatment; it is the skill needed to work with this population.

In summary. the factors influencing the quality of care in nursing homes
discussed above arc manifold. They arc the key to creating nursing homes
as true human environments.

SOCIAL POLICY ISSULS

The questions which must be addressed lie on several planes. There arc
those questions related to who becomes admitted to nursing homes and
whether the alternative of home care is feasible. Then there is an entirely
different plane of questions on the quality of care within institutions an
issue addressed above. A third plane is that of the nature of the nursing
home as part of a wider community. How open and responsive is it to the
needs of elderly in the neighborhood and how much arc the residents still
integrated into the wider social setting? The crucial issue seems to be how
'untotal' can an insitution be? And how can it become an integral part
of community services by offering, for example, meals, physiotherapy,
entertainment, respite services, etc. to the elderly in the neighbourhood?
Today's trend in those countries which have a high rate of institution
alization and many even excellent nursing homes as The Netherlands,
Denmark19, and Canada59 is towards deinstitutionalization and policies
that would reduce the proportion of elderly in institutions by a massive
extension of community resources.
For those countries where services have not been developed yet, the

question is one of 'primary prevention', of creating conditions where the
need for nursing homes in the future will be kept to the unavoidable
minimum. This is determined by the sometimes unavoidable triad of
severe impairment, lacking social support, and fears as the concomitants
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of advanced old age. In much of the developing world, the need for
longterm care is still small, but this need is about to grow drastically. In
Israel it took less than 20 years for the major challenge of communicable
diseases and malnutrition to turn into a major challenge of managing the
multiple needs requiring longterm care. Nursing homes are still isolated
phenomena in developing countries such as Fiji, the Philippines, or
Kuwait. It is difficult to convince even very enlightened health care
professionals, and even more so politicians, that nursing homes and
institutionalization are not only the result of Western mores and the
waning commitment of families to their elderly in the industrialized
world. The very typical response when asked about the care of old people
in developing countries is: 'With us it is different, in our culture we
respect the elderly; our families take care of their aged members and ?re
proud to do so'. Residents of the few existing nursing homes are assumed
to belong either to another ethnic group or to be social outcasts. Fijians
would say, 'Well, you will sec, those homes are for Indians or Whites'
and Indians would assert 'You know, of course, Fijians and Whites are in
those nursing homes'/1" It is hard to accept that, no matter how strong
cultural and family values might be, other forces will have their impact.
Changing demography and morbidity, as well as social developments
accompanying industrialization as urbanization, migration, and changes in
family structure, will create a reality where prolonged dependency will
have to be dealt with on a scale unprecedented in human history. Indus
trial societies have found the major solution in institutional care. A vast
literature attests to the fact that this solution is not only expensive, but
also costly both in human terms for those institutionalized and in human
and moral terms for families and society at large. But longterm care, and
in particular institutional care, is part of a much wider picture. De
pendency is in part socially constructed. It is not the inevitable outcome
of demographic changes and the process of aging, but inlfuenced by
societal forces as poverty and forced retirement. Industrial societies under
capitalist and state socialist regimes alike have created realities where
legal, economic, and political institutions socially structure conditions of
dependency for the aged. The low status in which old people are then
held publicly is often in sharp contrast to the important roles they play
within the families.614
This argument is not meant to minimize the problem of physical or

mental dependency, nor to negate the necessity for nursing homes. It is
meant to raise the crucial question of where the nursing home ifts in
longterm care, social, and health policy. The issues must be understood
and argued from an ideological basis in developed and developing coun
tries alike. In developed countries the toll of inequity, agism, poverty,
and partially avoidable institutionalization is already enormous. The hope
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that cultural values and traditionul fumily tics in the developing world will
prevent these trends in those countries is bleak. The realities of demog
raphics, morbidily, and disability, as well as of social, political, and
economic developments, are forces that would have to be dealt with
preactivcly. Adequate income maintenance for the aged is a major factor
to be planned for, taking the effects of migration and urbanization into
account. Laws and social mores will have to deal consciously with provid
ing opportunity for continued participation of elderly in social and work
life. Since developments are so rapid, the challenge of social planning for
the developing world is urgent. This is a challenge most difficult to meet,
since resources are usually scarce and it is most dififcult to advocate needs
of the future over the pressures of those of the present. Todays demands
for economic investments, for education development, and often for
military spending arc very real. All these demands compete for limited
resources. Nevertheless, if the nearfuture dependency needs are ignored
in the developing world as they were in most of the industrially developed
countries then institutionalization and nursing homes will become 'the
solution by default. Tliis blanket solution for biological and socially
constructed dependency lias a high toll for individuals, families, and
societies alike.

13111 when musing homes are needed, Ixilli developed iiiul developing
countries alike will luive to consider the factors inlluencing quality of care
and quality assurance. Nursing homes will then truly promote quality of
life for very dependent elderly.
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המכון
נוסד הוא וחברה. אדם והתפתחות בגרונטולוגיה ולחינוך לניסוי למחקר, ארצי מכון הוא
בעזרתן אמריקה), יהודי של המאוחד הסיוע (ועד האמריקאי הגיוינט במסגרת ופועל ב1974

ישראל. וממשלת בניויורק ברוקרייל קרן של

בשירותי חילופייס פתרונות להן ולהציב חברתיות בעיות לזהות המכון מנסה בפעולתו
של הפעולה שיתוח להגביר הוא מיעדיו אחר בכללם. ,D"5/cy)o7 והשירותים הבריאות
לבין מחקר בין לגשר כדי בקהילה ופעילים ציבור עובדי והממשלה, מהאקדמיות מומחים

למעשה. הלכה מחקר מסקנות מימוש
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תקציר

בדרכים דן Improving the Health of Older People  A World View הספר
זה בתדפיס המובא הפרק העולם. ברחבי זקנים של בריאותם מצב לשיפור שונות

מוסדיות. במסגרות לזקנים הניתן בטיפול עוסק

לזקנים: המוסדות בנושא שאלות מספר נבחנות בפרק
ועבור הזקן משפחת עבור הזקן, עבור למלא המוסד שעל הצרכים מהם

הקהילה?
במיטות הצורך על המשפיעות והאפידמיולוגיות הדמוגרפיות המגמות מהן

לזקנים? במוסדות
זה? בתחום והביקוש ההיצע ולשיעורי לזקנים מוסדות להקמת הרקע מהו
נובעות? הן וממה הזקנים של החיים איכות על המוסדות של ההשפעות מהן

אחרים? שירותים לבין לזקנים במוסדות השימוש בין היחס מהו
איכות על כמטפליהם הזקנים של והתלות הטיפול איכות משפיעות כיצד

לזקנים? במוסדות החיים
ובמדינות מפותחות במדינות הסוציאלית המדיניות לגבי ההשלכות מהן

לזקנים? למוסדות הנוגע בכל מתפתחות

על אור לשפוך במגמה עדכני, מידע ומספק בהרחבה, אלה בשאלות עוסק הפרק
נעשה בפרק במוסדות. לזקנים הניתן בטיפול הכרוכות העיקריות הסוגיות
שוקלים כאשר בחשבון לקחת יש שאותן כיותר החשובות בנקודות להתמקד ניסיון
מתפתחות. כארצות והן מפותחות בארצות הן לזקנים, מוסדות כלפי המדיניות את


